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Writing is a recent cultural invention 
Reading is a learned skill



Writing is not intuitive

• Spoken language is continuous (no discrete words, sounds)
• Spoken language includes non-lexical acoustic information
• Spoken language includes gesture, audio-visual information
• Spoken language happens in shared contexts

Writing tries to represent this as discrete visual 
symbols! 



Visual symbols for language

Basic challenge is to link arbitrary visual symbols to language.
Solution will depend on writing system.   



English writing system

“How are we going to spell forty+ phonemes with 
twenty-six letters?  That, in a nutshell, is the 
problem of English spelling.”  (Crystal, 2012)



English writing system
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• Multiple grain sizes; sounds represented 
by 1-4 symbols. 

• Highly inconsistent; same symbols 
represent different sounds and same 
sounds represented by different symbols

• Symbols sometimes also represent 
meanings

Phonics is systematic instruction on how the writing system works; 
it’s the explanation of how visual symbols map to language.



Why can’t children just memorize words? 

Meaning Spelling

Sound CUT CAT CAN

Highly arbitrary
CUT, CAT, CAN

• Humans are very bad at arbitrary learning
• Degree of rote memorisation required for Chinese but learning challenge far 

smaller; 8 hrs instruction / day for 6 years to learn 2500 characters 
• English readers exposed to ~5,000 words in Reception year alone



Do children need to know the code? 

Meaning Spelling

Sound CUT CAT CAN

• Learning the code provides hook into spoken language knowledge
• Enormously efficient: understanding the code enables generalisation
• Self-teaching through independent reading

Phonics is a fact about the writing system



We sit with our children reading whole books, talking about 
them, sometimes pointing at whole words, sometimes at 

letters. We sit with them writing shopping lists, labelling things 
in their rooms, doing texting on phones, planning holidays 
looking at pictures and reading out the names of places …. 

these are ways in which many people … have learned in part or 
whole how to read.” (Rosen, 2013).

Learning through discovery



Learn to play by following along as someone plays for you.  

Music is a far easier code: no ambiguity about grain size or function; and no inconsistency.  If 
discovery is a viable learning strategy, this should be straightforward. 

Learning through discovery



Learning through discovery

Evans & Saint-Aubin, 2005

What are 4-5 year old children looking at during shared reading?  

Unlikely this could be a major vehicle for development of print 
skills without other forms of systematic instruction.



Laboratory research

Rastle, Lally, Davis & Taylor (2021, Psychological Science)

bævpub

• 48 novel words, adult learners
• Discovery versus explicit instruction
• 18 hours of experience with the novel words over 10 days
• Tested knowledge of code via generalisation 

Brain response to trained 
novel words learned through 

discovery



Laboratory research

Rastle, Lally, Davis & Taylor (2021, Psychological Science)

• Discovery exceptionally difficult (less than 25% succeeded)
• No way to predict who will be successful
• Simple writing system, skilled readers, 18 hours experience
• Explicit instruction brings everyone up to the same high level
• Instruction comprised 3% of training time; transformed outcomes



Is phonics all there is to reading? 

No, and no reading scientist would ever say so! 

Meaning Spelling

Sound

Oral language Phonics 
instruction

Text experience



Some further reading

Open  Access 

Open  Access 



Do Subtitles help Children Learn to Read? 

Use eye-tracking to measure how children 
engage with subtitled television

Experiment 1: how do these measures 
change with age / reading ability? 

Experiment 2: does 6 weeks of experience 
with subtitles (min 30 hours) influence these 
measures or standard tests of reading 
ability? 

turnonthesubtitles.org

We need your help! 



Conclusions

• Writing systems are way too complicated to learn through 
discovery. 

• Discovery learning is ineffective and inefficient, but a small 
amount of explicit instruction can transform outcomes.

• Research needed to understand how / why instruction works, and 
how it combines with experience to drive learning.  



Thank you!

Kathy.Rastle@rhul.ac.uk
@Kathy_Rastle 



How about “other approaches”? 

“…there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach … they need individualised 
tuition based on their own strengths and weaknesses … there has to 
come a point where you should try other approaches as well or 
instead.” (Carroll, 2022). 



How about “other approaches”? 

What are these “other approaches”?

There is no other path, no “other approaches” to becoming a 
skilled reader, than through fluent decoding.  Children must know 
what letters are and what they represent to progress in reading. 
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